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STUDY OF EXCITED LEVELSOF THE UNBOUND NUCLEUS 11N�A. Lépine-Szilya, J.M. Oliveira Jra;b, A.N. OstrowskiH.G. Bohlend, R. Lihtenthalera , A. Blazevid, C. BoreaeV. Guimarãesf , R. Kalpakhievag, V. Lapouxh, M. MaCormikiF. Oliveirai, W. von Oertzend, N.A. Orr j, P. Roussel-ChomaziTh. Stollad, and J.S. WinfieldjaIFUSP-Universidade de São Paulo, C.P.66318, 05389-970 São Paulo, BrazilbDepartamento de Ciênias e Matemátia da Universidade de SoroabaSoroaba, BrazilDepartment of Physis & Astronomy, University of EdinburghEdinburgh, EH9 3JZ UKdHahn-Meitner-Institut, Glieniker Strasse 100, D-14109 Berlin, GermanyeInstitute of Atomi Physis, Buarest, RomaniafUNIP-Objetivo, R. Dr. Baelar 1212-)4026-002, São Paulo, BrazilgFlerov Laboratory of Nulear Reations, JINR, Dubna, 141980 Dubna, RussiahCEA/DSM/DAPNIA/SPhN, CEN Salay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette, FraneiGANIL, Bld Henri Bequerel, BP 5027, 14021 Caen Cedex, FranejLPC-ISMRa, Bld du Maréhal Juin, 14050 Caen Cedex, Frane(Reeived Otober 11, 1998)The multi-nuleon transfer reation 12C(14N,15C)11N was performedat 30 AMeV inident energy at GANIL to study the spetrosopy of theproton-rih, partile unstable nuleus 11N. Five exited levels of 11N areobserved as well de�ned resonanes in the spetrum of the 15C-ejetiles.They are loalised at 2.18(5), 3.63(5), 4.39(5), 5.12(8) and 5.87(15) MeVabove the 10C+p threshold. The omparison of the measured widths withR-matrix alulations and with positions of 11Be levels, allows the estima-tion of spins and parities for these resonanes. They are respetively, 1/2�,5/2+, 3/2�,3/2� and 5/2�.PACS numbers: 21.10.Dr, 21.10.P, 25.70.Hi, 27.20.+n
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1442 A. Lépine-Szily et al.We have performed at GANIL an experiment to undertake the spe-trosopi study of the neutron-de�ient, proton-unbound nuleus 11N. Themulti-nuleon transfer reation 12C(14N,15C)11N was used, where the partile-unstable 11N is the reoiling nuleus.Details of the experiment and some of its results were desribed in aprevious publiation [1℄. Here we want to onentrate on the omparisonof the observed levels, their position and widths, with properties of levelsof other A = 11 nulei and with R-matrix alulations. Spin and parityassignments are made for all the observed levels.The interest in studying the 11N nuleus is due to the fat that it is themirror nuleus of 11Be, whih has raised muh interest reently due to itsone-neutron halo harater. On the other hand 11N is maybe the less-knownmember of the A = 11 isobari hain.The proton unbound nuleus 11N was almost unknown until reently. Its�rst observation was realized in 1974, using the three neutron pik-up rea-tion 14N(3He,6He)11N [2℄. Two peaks were visible in the energy spetrum,one lying at 2.24 MeV above the 10C+p threshold, the other at 4.50 MeV.Only the lower lying resonane was analysed and the spin 1=2� was deduedfrom its width (� = 0.74(10) MeV), and from the isobari mass multipletequation (IMME), based on the known 1=2� states in 11Be, 11B and 11C.The 1/2+ ground �state� was not observed and its position was deduedfrom IMME to be 1.9 MeV above the proton deay threshold. Thus thesame spin-inversion was supposed as in 11Be, with the 1=2+ ground �state�of 11N situated 320 keV below the observed resonane, yielding almost thesame energy separation between the 1/2+ and 1/2� states in 11Be and 11N.The related mass exess value was then adopted for 11N during the followingtwenty years.Its mirror nuleus 11Be shows the �inversion� of the normal shell-modelorder, with the 1/2+ ground-state lying 320 keV below the 0p1=2 level [3℄.They are bound by 0.50 MeV and 0.18 MeV, respetively. The mirosopistruture of 11Be was reently investigated [4℄ by means of the p(11Be,10Be)dreation. Spetrosopi fator measurements indiate that the wave-funtionof its 1/2+ ground-state is a mixture of a [0+ � 1s1=2℄ omponent and a[2+ � 0d℄ omponent (a d-wave intruder oupled to the exited 10Be ore)with equal intensities.The position and the spin-parity assignment of the 11N ground-state isstill an interesting and open question. Most theoretial alulations agreeon the spin-inversion, prediting a 1=2+ ground-state, however the energypositions and widths show disrepanies. The position of the ground-stateis also relevant for the reently measured two-proton emission of 12O [5℄.We used the multi-nuleon transfer reation 12C(14N,15C)11N, with thepartile-unstable 11N reoiling and the 15C being the deteted ejetile, whose



Study of Exited Levels of the Unbound Nuleus 11N 1443energy spetrum an give us information on the exited levels of the reoiling11N. The 15C ejetile has two partile-stable states, the 1=2+ ground state,and the 5=2+ �rst exited state at 0.74 MeV exitation energy. Due to thetransfer dynamis and the angular momentum transfer- and spin-weightingfators the transfer to the 5=2+ exited state of the ejetile 15C is greatlyfavoured (by a fator of about 7) [6℄. Thus the spetrum is dominated bythe transfer to this state and the spetra an be analysed unambiguously.We will give a summarized desription of the experiment sine it hasbeen desribed in more detail elsewhere [1℄. The 14N beam with energy of30 AMeV bombarded the 0.5 mg/m2 thik 12C target. The ejetiles wereanalysed by the high-preision magneti spetrometer SPEG [7℄. The stan-dard SPEG detetion system was used; it inludes two drift-hambers, anionisation hamber and a plasti sintillator for the measurements, respe-tively, of the foal plane position, the energy-loss (�E) and the residualenergy and the time-of-�ight. The reation produts were momentum anal-ysed by the horizontal and vertial position measurement arried out bythe two drift hambers. The projetion of the kinematially orreted spe-tra on the momentum axis yielded the one-dimensional spetra used in thefollowing disussions.The energy spetrum of the two-nuleon transfer reation 12C(14N,14C)12Nis shown in Fig. 1. It presents many of the interesting features of this kind ofmultinuleon-transfer reation, with muh better statistis than the reationof interest and was used for momentum and energy alibration purposes. Thewell de�ned peaks at low energy are onstituted by the the bound groundstate and the unbound unresolved doublet states with E�=0.96 MeV/1.19MeV of 12N. The width of the ground state peak represents our energy res-

Fig. 1. Spetrum of the 12C(14N,14C)12N reation, used for alibration purposes.See text for details.



1444 A. Lépine-Szily et al.olution of 270 keV. Exited unbound resonanes are �tted by Breit-Wignerline shapes. The bakground is mainly originating from the deay of anintermediately formed exited 15N� nuleus whih deays into 14C+p.The di�ulties to observe a s1=2 resonane in the presene of a bak-ground are well illustrated by the relative population of the 12N levels. Thelevels whih have an s1=2 proton omponent are all very weakly populated(the �rst negative parity level (2�, 1.19 MeV) formed by the oupling of thep3=2 neutron hole with a s1=2 proton and its oupling partner, the 1�-stateat 1.80 MeV, whih annot even be observed in the presene of the bak-ground.) The intensely populated positive parity levels in 12N (1+ groundstate and 2+ �rst exited state at 0.96 MeV) an be desribed by the ou-pling of a p1=2 proton to the p3=2 neutron hole. The negative parity doubletat 4.14 MeV, formed by the oupling of a p3=2 neutron hole to a d5=2 protonis again intensely populated.The mehanism of the 12C(14N,15C)11N reation is of diret one protonstripping and two neutron pik-up. The reation time of a diret transferproess is muh shorter than the life time of the observed resonanes of thereoil nuleus 11N, it is � = ~=�E, where �E is given by the resonanewidth � , e.g., for �=0.40 MeV, the life time is around 1.6�10�21s, and wemay alulate how far the 15C is gone during that time. We get a distane of100 fm for our ejetile veloity v= = 0:22, whih is large enough to onsiderthe kinematis of the proess well de�ned. Therefore, observing peaks in theenergy spetrum of the 15C ejetile, we get information about levels in thereoiling 11N nuleus, even if it is partile-unbound.The energy levels of the 11N nuleus, observed in the energy spetrumof the 12C(14N,15C)11N reation are presented in Fig. 2. The energy axisrepresents the deay energy of the reoiling 11N nuleus with the 15C-ejetilein its 5=2+ exited state at 0.74 MeV, and with the origin of the energy axisset to the 10C+proton deay threshold.The most prominent peaks in the spetrum of Fig. 2 are resonanes of 11Nsituated at 11N deay energies of Edeay = 2.18(5), 3.63(5), 4.39(5), 5.12(8)and 5.87(15) MeV with experimental widths of 0.44(8), 0.40(8), �0.22(10),�0.22(10) and 0.7(2) MeV respetively. The statistial signi�ane of thesepeaks are respetively 20, 22, 8, 3, 5�, giving a strong on�dene in theirexistene. The bakground is due to the 3-body sequential deay of exited16N nulei into 15C+p. It was alulated using a Breit�Wigner shaped res-onane in 16N at 17 MeV exitation energy (with a width of 6 MeV), thatould be part of E1 or E2 giant resonanes. The strength in 16N is pop-ulated in a diret 2n pik-up of the beam partiles, with a relatively largeross-setion. The exited 16N nuleus deays in �ight with a small branhinto either 15C�5=2+ or 15Cg:s: by proton emission, the strength was adjustedby the �t.



Study of Exited Levels of the Unbound Nuleus 11N 1445

Fig. 2. Spetrum of the 12C(14N,15C)11N reation obtained at 2:5Æ. The origin ofthe energy axis is given by the proton deay threshold (11N!10C+p) in ombinationwith the 15C5=2+ exited state. The resonanes populated in ombination with the15C ground state and with the exited state at 0.74 MeV are hathed by darkerand lighter �lling, respetively. The orresponding sales are shown in the upperpart of the �gure, the energies indiated are deay energies of the 11N nuleus inMeV.The di�erential ross-setions of the 12C(14N,15C)11N reation populat-ing the levels at 2.18 MeV, 3.63 MeV and 4.39 MeV are 0.6(3), 0.9(3) and0.26(10) �b=sr, respetively. A small and narrow peak an be seen betweenthe 2.18 MeV and 3.63 MeV resonanes. It was attributed to the resonaneat 3.63 MeV with 15C in its ground-state, sine the small peak has exatlythe distane of 0.74 MeV from the 3.63 MeV resonane and the ross-setionratio follows the spin-weighting fator ratio (7). This peak is more narrow,beause it does not involve the Doppler-broadening e�et, sine 15C is inthe ground state. This imposes the observation of a small peak at an energy2.18�0.74 MeV = 1.44 MeV, with an intensity approximately seven timessmaller than the 2.18 MeV resonane, whih orresponds to the 2.18 MeVresonane of 11N and 15C in its ground state.With this interpretation all the observed ounting rate around 1.44 MeVis exhausted, leaving no room for a possible s1=2 ground state resonane of11N.Theoretial alulations [8�12℄ on energies and widths of low lying levelsin 11Be and 11N have been published reently. Reent alulations of Fortuneet al: [8℄ and Barker [9℄ for the 11N assume a potential model, with a valeneproton in the potential well of an inert 10C ore. They predit the levelinversion for the 11N nuleus and give the level energies and widths of its



1446 A. Lépine-Szily et al.�rst three levels, situating the s1=2 resonane respetively at: 1.60 MeV(�=1.58 MeV) [8℄, or at 1.40 MeV (�=1.39 MeV) [9℄ above the protondeay threshold. Grévy et al: [10℄ add a surfae term to the potential, inorder to simulate a partile-ore vibration oupling and alulate the s1=2resonane at 1.20 MeV (�=1.1 MeV). The ore exitation to the 2+-statehas been taken into aount in the alulations of Nunes et al: [11℄ andDesouvemont [12℄ for 11Be and 11N.The searh for the s1=2 ground state and for the mass exess value of11N was intensi�ed in reent times. The experimental observation of ans1=2 resonane, very broad due to the lak of entrifugal barrier, is not aneasy task. However, due to the strong d-wave admixture in the ground-state wave-funtion of the 11Be nuleus one ould expet a smaller width forthe 11N ground-state resonane (its mirror state), due to the existene of aentrifugal barrier for the l=2 omponent of the ground-state wave funtion.New experiments [13, 14℄ laim to observe the 1=2+ ground-state belowthe 1=2� state. However the experimental disrepany in its position andwidth is omparable to the theoretial: Axelsson [13℄ presumes the resonaneat 1.3 MeV (�=0.99 MeV), Azhari [14℄ at 1.45 MeV (�=2.4 MeV).The 10C+p resonane sattering [13℄ was measured with the intention ofpinning down resonanes in the unbound 11N nuleus. The authors laim theobservation of the ground state resonane at 1.3 MeV, as well as two exitedlevels at 2.04 MeV and 3.72 MeV above the proton threshold. However, thepresene of the 1=2+ ground state level is not really visible as a peak.The result of the 12N indued single neutron stripping, where the protondeay of the 11N nuleus is measured [14℄ yields a peak at 2.24 MeV abovethe 10C+p threshold, with a barely separable shoulder at 1.45 MeV. Sinethe method only measures relative energy, this shoulder ould be due to the1=2+ ground-state and/or due to the proton deay of a 3/2� exited statearound 4.6 MeV in 11N (our resonane at 4.39 MeV) to the �rst exited 2+state of 10C at 3.35 MeV. As a matter of fat, Azhari et al: [14℄, who alsostudied the proton deay spetrum of 13N, did not observe the s1=2 resonanesituated 0.421 MeV above the proton deay threshold in 13N, but only the3=2� resonane at 1.558 MeV.In our energy spetrum the �rst peak is at 2.18 MeV, it is the 1=2�resonane of 11N, also observed by other authors (at 2.24 MeV by Benensonet al: [2℄ and Azhari et al: [14℄ and at 2.04 MeV by Axelsson et al: [13℄).The peak at 3.63 MeV is the 5=2+ resonane observed at 3.72 MeV by [13℄.The energy separation between the 1=2� and 5=2+ levels in 11N is 1.45 MeV,while in the 11Be mirror nuleus it is 1.46 MeV.R-matrix alulations were performed for the observed 11N resonanes,obtaining �=0.46 MeV for an l=1 level at 2.18 MeV (1/2�) and 0.60 MeVfor an l=2 level at 3.63 MeV (5/2+), on�rming our �ndings.



Study of Exited Levels of the Unbound Nuleus 11N 1447The resonanes at 4.39 MeV and 5.87 MeV are observed as signi�antpeaks on top of the bakground, whereas the peak at 5.12 MeV is less sig-ni�ant. However, it is needed to obtain a �t also between the two otherresonanes.Shell-model alulations [14,15℄ in 11N and 11Be predit a K = 1=2 bandwhose 1=2�; 3=2� and 5=2� states lay respetively at energies 2.24, 4.61 and5.7 MeV (with widths of 0.74, 0.50 and 0.64 MeV and spetrosopi fatorsof 0.617, 1.168 and 0.681) in 11N and at 0.320 MeV, 2.69 MeV and 3.96 MeVin 11Be. More reent (t; p) data of Liu and Fortune [16℄ suggest that the 3.96MeV level (in 11Be), whih was previuosly assigned 3/2� [17℄, is probablya 5/2� [15℄. Our observed peaks at 2.18 MeV, 4.39 MeV and 5.87 MeV(with widths of 0.44, 0.22 and 0.7 MeV) have energies very lose to thesepreditions supporting strongly the 3/2� and 5/2� spin-parity assignmentsfor the 4.39 MeV and 5.87 MeV peaks.The energy separation between the 1/2� (E�=0.320 MeV) and 3/2�(E�=2.690 MeV) levels in 11Be is 2.37 MeV. The energy separation betweenthe 4.39 MeV peak and the 1/2� state is 2.21 MeV in 11N, strongly support-ing its 3=2� assignment. The energy di�erenes between levels should be thesame in mirror nulei negleting the Thomas�Ehrmann shift, whih a�etsthe Coulomb energy di�erene between levels whih are bound in one nu-leus and unbound in its mirror-partner. However, the experimental widthof the 4.39 MeV peak (� �220 keV) has a width muh narrower than pre-dited by the alulations assuming a K=1/2 band. The state observed at4.32 MeV deay energy by Axelson also has a very small width (�=70 keV).The energy separation between the 1/2� (E�=0.320 MeV) and 5/2�(E�=3.96 MeV) levels in 11Be is 3.64 MeV. The energy separation betweenthe 5.87 MeV peak and the 1/2� state is 3.69 MeV in 11N, strongly support-ing the 5=2� assignment. However its width is muh larger than its analogin 11Be.The level at 5.12 MeV ould be the analog of the 3.42 MeV 3/2� statein 11Be and there are strong arguments for a dominant 9Be �(sd)2 struturefor this state, whih implies a weak exitation in our experiment [15℄.In Table I we summarise the deay energies and experimental widthsobtained in this work together with results obtained by other authors.We an onlude that by means of the 12C(14N,15C)11N reation, weould observe �ve well-resolved resonanes of 11N in the spetrum of the 15C-ejetiles up to deay energies of 5.87 MeV. Assuming that the ground stateresonane was not observed, all these �ve resonanes orrespond to exitedvirtual levels of the unbound 11N system. By omparison with known levelsof 11Be and from the widths of the resonanes, the spin parity values ouldbe established. The population of the 1=2+ ground-state of 11N was notlearly seen in our spetrum, however our spetrum of 12N also obtained in



1448 A. Lépine-Szily et al. TABLE IDeay energies, widths and statistial signi�anes of 11N-resonanes measured inthis work and omparison with theoretial alulations of Fortune et al: and Barker.For experimental spin-parity estimations see text.This work Fortune et al: [8℄ Barker [9℄J� Edeay � signif. Edeay � Edeay �[MeV℄ [MeV℄ [�℄ [MeV℄ [MeV℄ [MeV℄ [MeV℄1=2+ � � � 1.60(22) 1.58 1.60 1.391=2� 2.18(5) 0.44(8) 20 2.48 0.91 2.24 0.645=2+ 3.63(5) 0.40(8) 22 3.90 0.50 3.84 0.463=2� 4.39(5) �0.22(10) 83=2� 5.12(8) �0.22(10) 35=2� 5.87(15) 0.7(2) 5this experiment with muh better statistis, learly orroborate the stronghindrane of the population of a s1=2 resonane. This does not exlude theexistene of the 1/2+ resonane in 11N. We observe a strong population ofthe 1=2� and 5=2+ resonanes at 2.18 MeV and 3.63 MeV above the 10C+pthreshold. Somewhat lower widths (respetively 0.44(8) and 0.40(8)MeV)are obtained in the analysis than quoted before. For the resonanes at4.39 MeV and 5.87 MeV the spin-parity assignments are 3/2� and 5/2�respetively, while the 5.12 MeV level is probably the seond 3/2� state.Nevertheless more experimental and theoretial e�orts would be desirableto on�rm our results.We thank Dr. D.J. Millener for enlightening disussions and informationprior to publiation. REFERENCES[1℄ A. Lépine-Szily, J.M. Oliveira Jr., A.N. Ostrowski, H.G. Bohlen et al., Phys.Rev. Lett. 80, 1601 (1998).[2℄ W. Benenson, E. Kashy, D.H. Kong-A-Siou, A. Moalem, H. Nann, Phys. Rev.C9, 2130 (1974).[3℄ F. Ajzenberg-Selove, Nul. Phys. A506, 1 (1990).[4℄ S. Fortier, J.S. Win�eld, S. Pita, W. Catford et al., ENAM98 Proeedings.[5℄ R.A. Kryger, A. Azhari, M. Hellstrom, J.H. Kelley et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 74,860 (1995).
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